
 

 

 

TO: Whitnall School Board 

   

FROM: Attolles Law, s.c. 

 

RE: Review of April 24, 2023 Board Election 

 

DATE: August 28, 2023 

              

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

On May 15, 2023, the Whitnall School Board retained Attolles Law, s.c. to conduct a review of its 

April 24, 2023, annual reorganization meeting and specifically the election of school board 

president (hereinafter “Board Election”) in light of substantiated evidence that former District 

employee Ms. Shari Rodriquez had tampered with the Board election.  In short, while numerous 

material questions remain, there is no direct evidence that District Administration or other District 

Office staff directed or encouraged a manipulation of the April 24 Board Election by Rodriguez. 

 

Based on a thorough review of relevant documents provided to Counsel during the interview 

process, including a key Greenfield Police Department Incident Report, and numerous interview 

statements, several consistencies were established – Ms. Rodriguez did not appear to have any 

close relationships in the office, there seemed to be genuine surprise at the fact she attempted to 

influence the Board election, there did not appear to be any evidence that she had any direct 

involvement with political organizations that were attempting to influence the Board elections, 

there did not appear to be any direct evidence suggesting that Administration or other District 

Office staff directed any involvement in the Board election, and nearly all of the interviewees 

lacked any ability to pinpoint a reason for Rodriguez’s actions. 

 

However, while there was consistency in the above themes, there were three key factual 

inconsistencies that should be considered material.  First, while some interviewees described 

Rodriguez as being extremely nervous the day of the election, others described her as upbeat or no 

more nervous than one would normally be in a setting like the one Rodriguez was in.  Second, the 

descriptions of the relationship between the Board and Administration were inconsistent.  Some 

interviewees described tension and a negative relationship while others pointed out there had been 

insufficient time to even establish a relationship between the new Board and the current 

Administration.  Third, and most importantly, were the inconsistent explanations offered by 

The following investigation and report were conducted/generated by an 

independent investigator hired by the Whitnall School Board President. Whitnall School 

Board members that participated in questioning, did so voluntarily. All thoughts, opinions 

and speculation contained in the report are those solely of the investigator and those of 

the individuals involved in the process and do not reflect the thoughts and opinions of the 

Whitnall School Board as a whole. The total cost of this investigation came to: $21,366.50. 
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Rodriguez as to why she took the action she did.  At various points in the Incident Report she notes 

the fact that she was overworked having to address the needs of the Superintendent Lisa Olson, 

Director of Instruction Katy Williams, and the Board.  However, according to the interviews with 

Administration, Rodriguez stated she took the actions she did “to protect OLSON from the school 

board, as the new board could have made OLSON’s life more difficult” and because “she did not 

want the bad guys to win.” 

 

In addition to these key inconsistencies, several important issues remain unresolved and will likely 

need to be addressed for the Board and Administration to move forward in a constructive manner.  

First, the pre-election activity of certain members of the District Office staff (along with the 

explanations provided by Administration regarding the activity) feeds the narrative that the 

Administration and/or other District Office staff had preferred candidates and may have been 

willing to use influence to benefit or harm certain candidates.  Second, there seemed to be a lack 

of closure for the Board.  Administration’s refusal to allow Rodriguez to meet with the Board and 

explain her actions appears to have been interpreted as a “refusal” on the part of Rodriguez.  While 

it is unlikely an appearance by Rodriguez before the Board following the Board Election would 

have resulted in anything other than the termination of her employment, it could have allowed the 

Board to hear directly from Rodriguez as to why she took the actions she did.  Third, the significant 

discrepancy in the statements made by Rodriguez to Officer Birschbach and those she allegedly 

made to the Superintendent and Human Resources Director Cindy Mixon was not addressed in the 

Incident Report.  Finally, despite the thoroughness of the Incident Report and this investigation, it 

remains unclear exactly why Rodriguez took the action she did.  The Board and the public are only 

left to wonder why such an employee of the District would take such brazen action.  As a result of 

these unanswered questions and apparent discrepancies, it is imperative that Administration and 

the Board work in concert to advance the interests of the District.  Our analysis follows. 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Pre-Election Communications.  Several communications from prior to the April 24, 2023 Board 

Election were provided to Counsel that are relevant to this analysis.1  On October 7, 2022, Kara 

Raisanen provided an email to Superintendent Olson and the School Board.  In her original email 

she seeks information relating to the removal of comments to a District Facebook post and the 

identity of a “Richard Garland,” who she claimed used a “fake account to troll.”  See Ex. A at 15-

16.  The next day Superintendent Olson responded, noting “[t]here are times in which comments 

may be removed if they meet criteria” and that Raisanen was making an “assumption that a person 

is blocked from our Facebook page.”  Id. at 12.  With respect to “Garland,” Superintendent Olson 

noted she had “never witnessed the Richard Garland FaceBook account make inflammatory 

 
1 Each interviewee was provided with a “Request for Interview relating to April 24 Board Reorganization Vote” via 

email.  In addition to referencing a “litigation hold” from Administration, Counsel made clear “[a]ny relevant 

information relating to the April 24 election should be preserved and directed to my attention upon request.”  While 

some interviewees independently provided relevant communications and other relevant documents, all interviewees 

were provided with the opportunity to provide relevant documents and communications or to otherwise communicate 

with Counsel following an interview.  Obviously by refusing to agree to an interview, certain individuals may have 

limited their ability to provide relevant documents.  However, even if one refused to interview, Counsel would have 

reviewed any relevant information received by him at any point in the investigation for purposes of determining 

whether the information would be included in the report. 
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comments or any comments, in fact. The account does ‘Like’ or ‘Love’ posts from the district.”  

Id. at 13.  In addition, she noted “anyone must have a personal FaceBook account in order to have 

a business FaceBook account. When the Whitnall FaceBook account was taken over when our 

current communications coordinator joined Whitnall in 2016, he used his personal FaceBook 

account to be the administrator of the Whitnall FaceBook account.”  Id.  She concluded by 

explaining the District’s Communications Coordinator “made a decision to eliminate his personal 

FaceBook account almost two years ago and had to then create a generic personal FaceBook 

account for the sole purpose of being able to be an administrator of the Whitnall FaceBook 

account.”  Id. at 14.  In explaining this was not trolling nor anonymous, she explained “[t]here is 

nothing that prohibits an employee from liking a school district post.”  Id.  On October 10, 

Raisanen responded by asking why “Brian AP” is “not searchable on the page and according to 

his wife, he did not remove himself from the WSD site.”  Id. at 8.  The response claimed examples 

of “trolling” on social media outside of District pages were included and that “Richard Garland 

AKA Logan was on election pages.”  Id.  Going on, the email claimed the “Richard Garland” page 

was “liking certain candidates’ posts on their campaign pages (Cohn – a post he had on 1/25/22 

and Butz) however interestingly enough, those ‘likes’ have since been removed.” Id. at 9.  The 

email argued “fake accounts” are not allowed on Facebook.  Id. 

 

Superintendent Olson determined on October 12 “there has been no violation of district protocol, 

Facebook standards, or legal guidance.”  Id. at 5.  With respect to the “blocking” or hiding of 

comments, she explained “[c]omments on the post in question were moderated for violating our 

page/group guidelines” and that “Brian AP was not removed or blocked from Whitnall’s Facebook 

page.”  Id.  With respect to the Garland account, she also explained the account is “a completely 

blank profile.  It is not an account made to look like a real person” and that the “name had zero 

significance and, if it’s any consolation, we have changed the name to ‘Flash Falcon.’”  Id. at 6.  

She took the position “[a]ctivities such as having liked posts from the Greenfield Fire Chief, 

following the Greenfield Community Page, following Whitnall parent groups, or liking Whitnall’s 

posts do not, by any stretch, meet the definition of trolling.”  Id. at 6-7.  She then stated the email 

would be her last reply on the matter.  Id. at 7. 

 

On October 18 Raisanen sent a final email, noting Superintendent Olson has “confirmed that his 

comment was removed because he ‘violated’ something” however she didn’t believe there had 

been any violent, profane, obscene or hate speech.  Id. at 1-2.  She also stated she believed the 

Superintendent modified the definition of “fake” in order to “not assume responsibility for the fact 

that Logan did indeed have a fake account by all definitions provided by Facebook.  Id. at 2.  She 

also complained that “Garland” attempted to gain access to a private Facebook page called 

Whitnall Smile.  Id. at 3.  She noted it was “curious why he tried to join the private Whitnall Smile 

page multiple times despite rejection right during a time when Covid mitigation was a hot/heated 

topic” and then claimed it was “because he was fishing (or trolling) for information on a group 

that is private.”  Id.  On October 19, Raisanen followed up her communications with 

Superintendent Olson by emailing Member Quin, asking why certain comments from Facebook 

were removed and then stating “I think having a fake account held by administration is concerning 

and it’s concerning you don’t think so.”  Id. at 1. 

 

Additional and somewhat related email exchanges took place on March 1, 2023.  Laura Fowle, 

one of the six candidates running in the 2023 Spring Election, emailed Logan Vasquez.  She stated 
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she was “disappointed that district employees such as you and Shari Rodriguez are liking particular 

candidate posts but not others.  See Ex. B at 1.  In a response she noted he had “blocked” her and 

found it “interesting that you and Shari seem to be supporting specific candidates.  As District 

level employees, it seems to me that you would both gladly work with whomever gets elected.”  

Id.  She additionally noted “District employees should truly be willing and able to work with 

anyone who is elected” but that the “likes” seemed to indicate otherwise.  Id.  Vasquez began by 

disagreeing with the suggestion that “because someone does not live in the district and therefore 

cannot vote, that they should not be invested in the district.”  Id.  He explained “there are limited 

ways for me (and other non-resident employees to ‘support’ specific candidates” because 

“[b]eyond a like on Facebook, we cannot vote, place yard signs, etc.”  Id.  Going on, he stated “[i]f 

you have sensed my personal support for one candidate over another, I will say that my feelings 

about the upcoming election have been tinged by your campaign publicly criticizing my work, 

claiming that I produce materials that lack ‘transparency’ and ‘context.’”  Id.  He also addressed 

the issue of his Facebook account, commenting that he took the steps of removing his personal 

Facebook account “not as a way to evade this conversation, but as a way to protect my privacy.”  

Id.  He claimed “those who seem to be supporting you have found my Facebook, have found my 

family members’ social media accounts, screenshotting and sharing these URLs for still unknown 

reasons.”  Id.  Fowle responded by referencing her concerns with her daughter’s success as a 

middle school student and in addressing the Facebook account question, claimed she had “never 

even thought of your personal facebook page until today when I noticed district office employees 

– who will have to work with whatever candidates are elected to the board – were supporting 

particular candidates during work hours.”  Id. at 2. 

 

On the same day, Fowle emailed Rodriguez and commented she “noticed that you are always 

‘liking’ Facebook posts/profiles of two particular candidates” despite her not being a Whitnall 

voter.  Id. at 3.  She further explained “[a]s a candidate, I can tell you that it makes me feel like 

you’re stumping for particular candidates to be elected” and “[i]t’s curious to me as you’re a district 

employee who works with the board.”  Id.  She felt “it should be that you’re willing and able to 

work with whatever candidate is elected.”  Id.  She concluded that “it seems that anyone who 

represents that entire District is best remaining neutral (especially when they’re not community 

members).”  Id.  Based on the email reviewed by Counsel, there was no response from Rodriguez. 

 

Other communications were provided to Counsel with the suggestion that comments/likes were 

initiated during the workday.  See Ex. C.  Based on the images provided to Counsel, the exact time 

comments/likes were made was inconclusive.  However, several of the images do seem to suggest 

the “Richard Garland” account did “like” at least the campaign page of Jon Cohn, an unsuccessful 

candidate in the Spring 2022 election for the School Board.  Other pages “liking” posts included 

“Gene Larkin” and “Laurie Parker.”  As established above, there is no dispute the Garland page 

did not represent an actual person.  It can safely be assumed the Larkin page also does not represent 

an actual person.2  It is not clear whether the Parker page represents an actual person.  Several of 

the Larkin comments focus on the alleged partisan nature of certain School Board campaigns, 

expressing “serious concern with politicizing nonpartisan office.”  Finally, a screen image shows 

the removal of “Richard Garland” from a Facebook group and then a rejection of Garland’s request 

 
2 Gene Larkin was a professional baseball player and according to public records currently resides in Eden Prairie, 

Minnesota. 
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to join the same group a week later.  While the image is inconclusive as to the identity of the group 

Garland was removed from and then denied entry to, it would appear to corroborate some of the 

statements made during interviews. 

 

General Election.  The April 4, 2023 General Election for the Whitnall School Board featured six 

candidates, with the top three finishers winning seats on the Board.  The top three finishers, in the 

following order, were Rachel Scherrer, Cassie Rainer, and incumbent Jesse Stachowiak.  The next 

three candidates were Laura Fowle, Christopher Adams, and Christopher Porterfield.3 

 

Board Election.  On April 24, 2023 the Board held elections for its leadership positions, electing 

a President, Vice-President, Treasurer and Clerk.  A full review of the events which took place 

during the Board elections are detailed below in the Greenfield Police Department Incident Report. 

 

Post-Election Events (including termination).  Following the Election, Superintendent Olson 

provided Rodriguez with a letter on April 26, 2023, placing her on paid administrative leave, 

effective immediately.  See Ex. D.  It was explained the purpose of the leave was to “allow us time 

to review the allegation(s) that involve the School Board Officer Reorganization on April 24, 2023 

and alleged election tampering.”  Id.  Rodriguez was advised that the investigation would be “kept 

as confidential as possible” and instructed that she “maintain complete confidentiality about this 

situation until our investigation is complete” and that she was “not to have contact with any staff, 

students or parents.”  Id. 

 

In response, in an undated letter to the Board, Rodriguez wanted them to know “how truly sorry I 

am for my lack of judgment and the poor decision I made in the moment on Monday evening.”  

See Ex. E (see also April 27, 2023 email from Rodriguez to Mixon attaching same).  She took 

“complete ownership for what I have done” and reflected “back on what led to my decision to do 

something so out of character for me.”  Id.  She then offered an explanation for the actions she 

took: 

 

I love Whitnall and am so proud of the many good things that are 

happening and the progress and growth of our students and district. 

Employees are happy, the admin team is passionate about their work 

and our teachers are excited about the direction we are going. 

 

On Monday I could feel the tension in the boardroom and could 

clearly see that the new board I was working for was divided. This 

made me sad because each of you have so much to offer to our 

students, staff and community. It was not my decision to make but 

in that split second I thought if we had both sides represented you 

would find common ground to become a cohesive board to continue 

the good work within the district. I feared that if you were at odds 

with each other the growth and progress would cease. It was unfair 

of me to assume or predict how you would work together. 

 
3 Full results found here: https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/County-Clerk/Off-Nav/Election-Results/4-4-23-Spring-

Election. 
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Id.  She concluded by again referencing her “temporary loss of judgment” and asked that the Board 

“find it in your heart to allow me to earn back your trust and atone for my wrongdoing.”  Id.  On 

April 27, 2023, in an emergency meeting the School Board authorized Superintendent Olson to 

terminate Rodriguez’s employment with the District that same evening.4 

 

Board Letter to DA / Police Report.  Following the decision to terminate Rodriguez’s 

employment with the District, several key documents emerged. 

 

On May 24, 2023 the Board President submitted a letter to the Milwaukee County District 

Attorney.  See Ex. F.  The letter opens by informing the District Attorney “of circumstances the 

School Board believes may constitute a violation of Wisconsin’s criminal code, including but not 

limited to Wis. Stat. § 946.12.”  It explained the series of events which transpired at the annual 

reorganization election for Board President where “Rodriguez distributed paper ballots to each 

Board member and then collected the completed ballots. Ms. Rodriguez then counted the ballots 

and announced that there were four votes for Mr. Stachowiak and three votes for Mr. Craig.”  It 

noted that following the questioning of results by one of the members of the Board, “Rodriguez 

again distributed paper ballots to each Board member and again collected the completed ballots. 

Ms. Rodriguez then counted the ballots and announced that the results were the same as the first 

vote, making Mr. Stachowiak the winner.”  It also explained the series of events which occurred 

following the election, including the April 25 receipt of information by Superintendent Olson 

suggesting Rodriguez had intentionally miscounted the secret ballots for the election of Board 

President and the April 26 meeting with Rodriguez where Administration confronted her with the 

allegations, resulting in Rodriguez’s ultimate confession to “intentionally miscounting the secret 

ballots.”  The letter concluded by noting the District was available to “cooperate fully in this 

matter” and alerting the District Attorney that the Board had retained outside counsel to “conduct 

a thorough investigation of the events which took place on April 24th.” 

 

Over a month later, on May 30, 2023, the Greenfield Police Department issued an Incident Report 

relating to the April 24 Board election.  See Ex. G.  Officer Jason Birschbach investigated the 

incident and began by reviewing video of the April 24 meeting.  He began by noting “it did appear 

as though each position had a different colored ballot” and that “even after passing out the last 

ballot, there were more pieces of blue paper still remaining in RODRIGUEZ's hands.”  Id. at 2.  

He confirmed “RODRIGUEZ reads JASON CRAIG's name three times and KEVIN 

STACHOWIAK's name four times, and announces that the vote is four to three.”  Id.  He then 

noted “[a] board member then raises her hand and calls for a point of order and asks for a recount 

of the vote. The board member who calls for this is KAREN MIKOLAINIS … she takes issue 

with the fact that there were more ballots in RODRIGUEZ's hands than there were votes.”  Id. at 

2.  He assumed a voice he hears off camera is that of Rodriguez, who he hears state “the only 

reason she had extras was in case there was a tie and they needed a second ballot.”  Id.  With 

respect to the second vote, he observed Rodriguez is seen “passing out a blue piece of paper to 

each board member and this time, there are no additional pieces of paper in her hand after passing 

out the last ballot.”  Id. 

 

 
4 Meeting minutes are found here: https://go.boarddocs.com/wi/whitsd/Board.nsf/Public. 
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After reviewing the video, he explained he decided to speak to Rodriguez first and noted he was 

“unsure of the motive behind what was alleged to have occurred, and so not to possibly tip off 

anyone else who may have been involved in the alleged incident.”  Id.  On May 23, 2023, he met 

with Rodriguez and her husband and explained to her “if something had occurred that could be 

categorized as a crime, it would probably most closely fit a Misconduct in Office charge, which 

was a felony.”  Id. at 3.  He specifically wanted to “learn the motivations behind whatever occurred 

and if anyone else was involved.”  Id.  He explained “typically in nonviolent felony cases, if people 

were open and honest and cooperative, I would verify what they said and then contact them in the 

future if sufficient probable cause was found for an arrest.”  Id.  After answering several procedural 

questions, he again emphasized he was “most interested in what the motivations were, if any, for 

what occurred, and if anyone else was involved who may still be involved in the school.”  Id. at 4. 

 

Rodriguez responded that “there was no one else involved and this was not her character. She said 

she had a simple lapse of judgment.”  Id. at 4.  She explained “she had worked in the past with 

KATHERINE WILLIAMS in New Berlin,” who had “created a whole new position, which would 

include her working for WILLIAMS, the superintendent and the school board.”  Id.  Rodriguez 

explained after time went on she received more work and that most of her tasks were deadline-

based and that the “school board started to become more of an added challenge.”  Id.  She stated 

“she knew that KEVIN had been running the school board well as the president and she knew if 

that changed, it would add another burden to her workload.”  Id.  She again emphasized how she 

was “overworked.”  Id.  She also noted “it was nothing political, she just figured that if KEVIN 

was still the president, it would take a number of tasks off of her plate.”  Id. at 4-5. 

 

Rodriguez against emphasized this was “not the content of her character and she had a terrible 

lapse in judgment” and “it had been a stupid decision and she thought it was something that was 

going to make it better, by easing the burden.”  Id. at 5.  Focusing again on the workload, she 

figured “KEVIN knew how to do things, it was less for her to have to do” and that prior to 

Rodriguez working at the school, Superintendent Olson “had a full-time person working for her 

and WILLIAMS was sharing someone who worked part-time.”  Id.  Because of this, she told 

Superintendent Olson when she was terminated the position “was not a one-person job.”  Id. 

 

Turning specifically to the Board Members and Superintendent Olson, “the four school board 

members knew something had happened, as they knew who they voted for” and “she was under 

the impression that they had conferred with each other after the meeting.”  Id.  Most importantly, 

she made clear “she thought one of the board members might have wanted to press charges, 

because she had a problem with OLSON” but that “OLSON had nothing to do with what had 

happened.”  Id. 

 

She concluded with several key points regarding her mindset.  First, she explained she “did love 

working at Whitnall” and “she had regrets about what she did, every day.”  Id.  She admitted she 

should have “spoken up more to OLSON about the fact that she was drowning.”  Id. at 6.  She 

explained she had more of a relationship with Williams having worked with her at the New Berlin 

School District for one year and “had been working at Whitnall for about a year but had not started 

working for OLSON and the school board until last June.”  Id.  She did note she had attended the 

same church as Superintendent Olson but was “not there very long” and that when she was first 

hired she mentioned she knew Superintendent Olson but was told Superintendent Olson “had not 
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recalled what her name was.”  Id.  Ultimately, she confirmed “on the first vote JASON CRAIG 

had four votes and KEVIN STACHOWIAK had three” but she had “read KEVIN 

STACHOWIAK's name four times instead of three and JASON CRAIG's name three times instead 

of four.”  Id. 

 

Next, Officer Birschbach interviewed Superintendent Olson.  She began by explaining “the day 

after the vote she had received a message from the school's Communication Coordinator LOGAN 

B. VASQUEZ.”  Id.  Vasquez then told her “he got a phone call after the school board meeting on 

04/24/23 and during that call, RODRIGUEZ admitted she had not accurately reported the vote and 

then “the next day, in person, RODRIGUEZ spoke with VASQUEZ and again confirmed that she 

had not accurately reported the vote.”  Id. at 6-7.  On the Wednesday following the election 

Superintendent Olson met with Mixon and the two proceeded to meet with Rodriguez as part of 

their internal investigation.  Id. at 7.  Rodriguez “did not immediately acknowledge that there had 

been any issue” and when Superintendent Olson referenced Vasquez, Rodriguez “wondered what 

he wanted.”  Id. at 7.  When Superintendent Olson explained she had talked to Vasquez the night 

before and “had some information,” Rodriguez “immediately acknowledged that she switched the 

votes,” claiming “she had done so to protect OLSON from the school board, as the new board 

could have made OLSON's life more difficult.”  Id.  Tellingly, she “made a comment along the 

lines of she did not want the bad guys to win.”  Id.  Along these lines, she noted “how contentious 

the relationship between the new board and OLSON was.”  Id. 

 

Superintendent Olson concluded by emphasizing “she had been unaware that RODRIGUEZ had 

planned to do anything and would have immediately told her not to, had she known about it.”  Id.  

Following the Board meeting where Rodriguez’s termination was confirmed, Rodriguez turned 

over the ballots which were then provided to the Officer by Human Resources.  Id.  The Officer 

discussed with Superintendent Olson the need to obtain emails from all of the employees 

connected with Rodriguez and connected to the incident, “in an effort to help verify that no one 

else was involved,” noting “OLSON advised that RODRIGUEZ told them that she had acted on 

her own.”  Id. 

 

Next, Officer Birschbach interviewed Mixon who recalled Rodriguez stating “she wanted to 

protect OLSON from the board and that the relationship between the board and OLSON would be 

contentious.”  Id. at 8.  Additionally, she recalled Rodriguez stating “she did not want the ‘bad 

guys’ to win or was sick of the ‘bad guys’ winning.”  Id.  Mixon explained that Rodriguez had 

indicated at one point “she had been overwhelmed at work and did not know what she had been 

thinking when she had done this.”  Id.  Mixon was surprised by Rodriguez’s actions because she 

“got along with everyone she worked with and had been very active in helping plan and coordinate 

things in the office.”  Id. 

 

Finally, Officer Birschbach interviewed Vazquez, who began by describing how early on the 

Monday of the day of the election Rodriguez had shown him the ballots she was printing and 

cutting out and “made the comment that she had thought of keeping an extra one with KEVIN 

STACHOWIAK's name on it.”  Id.  While he “did not really think much about the comment and 

thought she had been joking,” he described how later that night he received a telephone call from 

Rodriguez, which was unusual because “he had never actually received a phone call from her 

before.”  Id.  He commented to her he “initially thought she had done what she had said earlier 
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that day, again stating he thought she was joking about it” but Rodriguez replied “she had, in fact, 

lied and she did do what she mentioned doing.”  Id. 

 

Not knowing what to do, the following day at work Rodriguez “came into his office and told him 

in person what she had done,” saying something along the lines of “I think I'm going to get away 

with it because one person may not have shared who they voted for.”  Id.  Vasquez told the Officer 

he felt “bad” but was not sure why she shared the information with him because they were friendly 

at work but “did not associate with each other outside of work.”  Id.  He did note “everyone at 

work had been talking about the vote and how surprised they were by the outcome” and that some 

people had been giving Rodriguez “a lot of sympathy,” which included even providing her with 

flowers.  Id.5 

 

Officer Birschbach did reach out to Board President Craig to discuss specifically the physical 

ballots.  He noted “[t]here were a total of fourteen ballots for president; however, it does not appear 

as if all of the original ballots were there, if what RODRIGUEZ told me was accurate. There were 

a total of eight votes for KEVIN STACHOWIAK and six votes for JASON CRAIG. If what I was 

told was accurate, there should be eight votes for JASON CRAIG and six votes for KEVIN 

STACHOWIAK.”  Id. at 9.  Officer Birschbach then contacted each of the Board Members 

individually.  Id. at 11. 

 

Officer Birschbach concluded his report by explaining he requested six months of emails from the 

District’s Network & Systems Manager and “did not locate anything which would indicate anyone 

else was involved in the misreporting of the school board votes.”  Id. at 12.6  Referring back to the 

physical markings on the ballots, he observed “there did appear to be some consistency in the way 

people made their marks in the empty boxes next to the names they were voting for” and that the 

voting group patterns for the other three offices that resulted in a majority of votes “was consistent 

with the voting group pattern who had voted for CRAIG.”  Id.  However, “one of those ballots 

[was] missing.”  Id. 

 

Referral / Plea.  While the Board interviews were taking place (summarized below) and based on 

the above Incident Report, a criminal referral was made to the Milwaukee County District 

Attorney’s Office.  On June 22, 2023, a Criminal Complaint was filed in Milwaukee County and 

included one count of Misconduct in Public Office (Act in Excess of Lawful Authority), contrary 

to Wis. Stats. 976.12(2) and 939.50(3)(i).  A conviction for the offense, which is a Class I Felony, 

would result in a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment of not more than three years and 

six months, or both.  See Ex. H.  The Complaint largely tracked the Incident Report.  The 

Complaint began by referencing Rodriguez’s duty to “act as the sole teller of votes for the School 

Board election” but that her authority was limited to “announcing the results of the balloting; she 

had no authority to make any changes to the votes themselves.”  Id. at 1.  Next the Complaint made 

clear Rodriguez “read the name JC three times and the name KS four times” and when a different 

board member called for a recount, she again “read out the results and again read JC three times 

 
5 While not noted in the Incident Report, additional “sympathy” included communications from Member Brunette, 

who stated he left a voice message on Rodriguez’s district land line following the Board Election to “give her 

encouragement.” 
6 Counsel also received and reviewed communications from the District’s IT and did not identify any communications 

that would suggest coordination between Administration or other District Office staff and Rodriguez. 
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and KS four times.”  Id.  The “[i]nvestigation revealed that this was not an accurate reporting of 

the vote” and that in actuality, “JC was the majority winner on each ballot.”  Id. 

 

The Complaint specifically referenced the investigation interview with Vasquez, noting the 

following: 

 

LV stated that on April 24, 2023, Rodriguez showed him the ballots 

she was printing prior to the school board meeting. She made a 

comment that she had thought about keeping an extra ballot with 

KS’s name on it. Later that evening, LV received a call from 

Rodriguez. In that call, Rodriguez admitted that she had lied and 

gave an extra vote to KS. The following day at work, Rodriguez 

approached LV and again informed him of what she had done. LV 

reached out to LO, the school superintendent, and informed her of 

what happened. 

 

Id.  With respect to Superintendent Olson, the Complaint referenced her statement that “she met 

with Rodriguez on April 26, 2023, two days after the vote” but that “[w]hen asked about the vote, 

Rodriguez did not immediately acknowledge there were any issues.”  Id. at 2.  However, when she 

brought up the statements made by Vasquez “Rodriguez acknowledged that she switched the 

votes.”  Id.  It was then confirmed with Rodriguez that “on the first vote, JC actually received four 

votes and KS received three” and the second vote was the same.  Id.  She stated she did this 

“because she was working 12-hour days and thought having KS as president would relieve some 

of her workload.”  Id.  Ultimately, “Rodriguez knew that this was in excess of her lawful 

authority.”  Id. 

 

After an initial appearance, issuance of a no contact order with “all members of the Whitnall 

School Board,” waiver of a preliminary hearing, and entry of a plea of not guilty on July 6, a 

deferred prosecution agreement hearing was held July 28.  As to the one count in the Criminal 

Complaint, Rodriguez entered the following plea: 

 

Defendant was advised of constitutional rights and maximum 

penalties, waived all rights and entered a plea of GUILTY. 

Defendant was examined as to the plea. Parties stipulate to the 

Criminal Complaint as a factual basis to sustain the guilty plea. 

Defendant further advised that if he/she is not a US citizen 

deportation is possible. Court found the defendant guilty as charged 

in the Criminal Complaint. Court approved the deferred agreement 

and WITHHELD entry of judgment of conviction.7 

 

A review hearing is currently scheduled for October 30, 2023 at 8:30 am before Judge Carolina 

Stark, Branch 17. 

 

 

 
7 https://wcca.wicourts.gov/caseDetail html?caseNo=2023CF002782&countyNo=40&mode=details 
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and/or other District Office staff and Rodriguez that could have served as the basis for the type of 

influencing that one would expect if Rodriguez had been convinced to take the action she did.  

Despite her apparent willingness to share her role in the attempt to change the outcome of the 

Board election with Vasquez, there was no evidence of a close relationship with him.  He stated 

that he was surprised when she shared the information with him and ultimately felt compelled to 

then share the information with the Superintendent.  Rodriguez did appear to have a relationship 

with Williams based on their prior working relationship in the New Berlin School District but 

nothing more than a shared professional history.  While Olson appears to have known of 

Rodriquez, the relationship did not seem to be a close one (at least prior to her arrival in the 

District). 

 

Second, there seemed to be genuine surprise at the fact Rodriguez attempted to influence the Board 

election.  Numerous interviewees stated they were shocked upon learning of her actions and 

indicated they would not have expected such actions from anyone in the District Office.  Even the 

interviewees who may have expressed some suspicion of or discomfort with Administration or 

other District Office staff did not identify Rodriguez as an individual that they would have 

suspected of taking action to undermine the election.  In fact, several of these interviewees 

referenced positive interactions they had recently had with Rodriguez.  While statements were 

offered that she may have been “liking” certain posts during the campaigns, it’s worth noting she 

was not the only individual “liking” certain posts as the accounts associated with “Gene Larkin” 

and “Richard Garland” also appeared to be “liking” certain posts. 

 

Third, there did not appear to be any evidence that Rodriguez had any direct involvement with 

political organizations that were attempting to influence the Board elections.  None of the 

interviewees could point to any evidence suggesting an active role in a political party, policy 

organization, or policy-focused non-profit organization.  One interviewee noted in passing 

Rodriguez’s possible attendance at a political fundraiser years ago and her occasional reference to 

commentary from talk radio host Dan O’Donnell; however, no additional information was 

provided and it was not clear whether her references to O’Donnell were positive or negative. 

 

Fourth, while certain interviewees shared beliefs that the Administration has a tendency to stifle 

parental and/or staff dissent, there did not appear to be any direct evidence suggesting that 

Administration or other District Office staff directed any involvement in the Board election (or 

created a climate whereby such interference would have been found acceptable).  In fact, key 

members of the Administration and District Office staff stated their surprise and disbelief that 

Rodriguez took the actions she ultimately admitted to. 

 

Finally, nearly all of the interviewees lacked any ability to pinpoint a reason for Rodriguez’s 

actions.  Put differently, while some of the interviewees expressed theories as to why she would 

have made the decision to interfere in the Board election, none of the interviewees were able to 

articulate in specific terms or point to specific evidence that would provide an explanation as to 

why should took the actions she did.  Again, her lack of involvement with any political or policy 

organizations and relatively short tenure with the District (which could have been the reason for a 

lack of close relationships within the District Office) does not provide the basis one would expect 

for somebody taking the intentional step of influencing a Board election.  
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However, while there was consistency in the above themes, there were three key factual 

inconsistencies that should be considered material.  First, while some interviewees described 

Rodriguez as being extremely nervous the day of the election, others described her as upbeat or no 

more nervous than one would normally be in a setting like the one Rodriguez was in.  It is difficult 

to square these seemingly two inconsistent assessments.  An individual that was nervous because 

she was contemplating committing a criminal act in full view of a public board while the meeting 

was being live streamed would be unlikely to simultaneously appear upbeat and her “normal self.” 

 

Second, the descriptions of the relationship between the Board and Administration were 

inconsistent.  Some interviewees described tension and a negative relationship while others pointed 

out there had been insufficient time to even establish a relationship between the new Board and 

the current Administration.  This inconsistency is even more difficult to square seeing that the new 

iteration of the Board had formally assembled for the first time the evening of April 24 following 

the April 4 Spring General Election.  Why certain interviewees described the relationship between 

the Board and Administration as negative can only be explained by sentiments established during 

the campaign because the current Board was formally meeting for the first time the evening of 

April 24.  Therefore, there simply could not have been any opportunity for the Board and 

Administration to disagree on District business. 

 

Third, and most importantly, were the inconsistent explanations offered by Rodriguez as to why 

she took the action she did.  At various points in the Incident Report she notes the fact that she was 

overworked having to address the needs of the Superintendent, Williams, and the Board.  She 

seemed to suggest this was not the intended arrangement and that because of the significant work 

load and the prospect of having to work with new Board leadership she felt compelled to take 

action to maintain the status quo.  During the first interview with Officer Birschbach, Rodriguez 

said “she knew that KEVIN had been running the school board well as the president and she knew 

if that changed, it would add another burden to her workload … she just figured that if KEVIN 

was still president, it would take a number of tasks off her plate … she figured since KEVIN knew 

how to do things, it was less for her to have to do.”  Ex. G at 4-5. 

 

However, according to the interviews with the Superintendent and Mixon, Rodriguez’s rationale 

for the actions she took were more pointed.  According to the Superintendent, Rodriguez told her 

she took the actions she did “to protect OLSON from the school board, as the new board could 

have made OLSON’s life more difficult” and because “she did not want the bad guys to win.”  Id. 

at 7.  Further, she noted “how contentious the relationship between the new board and OLSON 

was.”  Id.  Mixon shared similar points, claiming Rodriguez stated “she wanted to protect OLSON 

from the board and that the relationship between the board and OLSON would be contentious.”  

Id. at 8.  In addition, Mixon repeated the claim that Rodriguez “did not want the ‘bad guys’ to win 

or was sick of the ‘bad guys’ winning.”  Id. 

 

In addition to these key inconsistencies, several important issues remain unresolved and will likely 

need to be addressed for the Board and Administration to move forward in a constructive manner.   

 

First, the pre-election activity of certain members of District Office staff feeds the narrative that 

the Administration and/or other District Office staff had preferred candidates and may have been 

willing to use influence to benefit or harm certain candidates.  For example, while the screen shots 
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provided by several interviewees are inconclusive as to whether “likes” were initiated during work 

hours or off work hours, they nevertheless establish that certain members of District Office staff 

were willing to publicly express a positive opinion with respect to certain candidates for the School 

Board to the exclusion of others (there is no evidence to suggest that all candidates for the School 

Board were receiving Facebook “likes” from accounts associated with District Office staff).  

Vasquez essentially admitted to having preferred candidates when he stated “my feelings about 

the upcoming election have been tinged by your campaign publicly criticizing my work, claiming 

that I produce materials that lack ‘transparency’ and ‘context.’”  Ex. B. at 1.  To the extent the 

“likes” were initiated by “fake” accounts, that only further fueled the perception that the 

Administration or other District Office staff may have been attempting to influence the elections.  

The shifting explanation provided by Administration as to why the “Garland” account was 

established and how active the account had been did not help in improving the perception of 

Administration and District Office staff as being less than objective. 

 

In addition, while lacking substantial factual support, at least one interviewee referenced direct 

actions taken by Administration that would suggest a more active role in supporting or opposing 

particular candidates.  For example, one interviewee alleged Administration contacted the 

employer of , to talk about a conflict of interest should the candidate prevail in 

her election.  It was alleged that the candidate then had to have a meeting with her employer to 

discuss the matter.  There was also an allegation that statements were made suggesting that 

candidate Adams would not be eligible to serve on the Board while simultaneously serving as 

President of the Music and Theater Boosters.  To the extent these claims have any validity, they 

too could feed the narrative that the Administration was willing to engage in supporting or 

opposing certain candidates. 

 

Second, there seemed to be a lack of closure for the Board.  One Board interviewee suggested 

Rodriguez “refused to meet with the Boad at the Thursday special meeting following the 

organizational meeting and instead sent an email letter.”  However, an Administration interviewee 

indicated Rodriguez “had desired to apologize to the Board but Administration didn’t think it 

would be appropriate,” instead allowing her to write a letter to the Board.  Administration’s refusal 

to allow Rodriguez to meet with the Board and explain her actions appears to have been interpreted 

as a “refusal” on the part of Rodriguez.  While it is unlikely an appearance by Rodriguez before 

the Board following the Board Election would have resulted in anything other than the termination 

of her employment, it could have allowed the Board to hear directly from Rodriguez as to why she 

took the actions she did and provide closure for the Board.  Instead, questions and rumors 

circulated and likely only made the situation worse for both the Board and Administration. 

 

Third, the above significant discrepancy in the statements made by Rodriguez to Officer 

Birschbach and those she allegedly made to the Superintendent and Mixon was not addressed in 

the Incident Report.  Rodriguez emphasized to the Officer she simply had a “lapse in judgment” 

and the motivation for her action was based on her level of work.  She specifically made the point 

to the Officer that “it was nothing political.”  Id. at 4.8  However, the statements attributed to 

 
8 In addition to her statements in the Incident Report, Rodriguez provided some additional context in her letter to the 

Board, noting “the tension in the boardroom” and that she could “clearly see that the new board I was working for 

was divided.”  This letter was not analyzed in the Incident Report. 
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Rodriguez by the Superintendent and Mixon suggest a far more sinister motive.  As noted above, 

the Superintendent and Mixon stated to the Officer that Rodriguez expressed to them her concern 

with the “bad guys” winning and a need to protect Olson.  And despite literally meeting as a formal 

board for the first time the night of the election, she apparently was concerned with the contentious 

relationship between the board (again, organizing itself for the first time) and Administration.  

While the Incident Report was thorough and well organized, the lack of analysis addressing this 

significant discrepancy may warrant further review.  Unfortunately, despite multiple offers to 

interview, Rodriguez did not respond to the requests and therefore Counsel was unable to discuss 

the statements with Rodriguez.  Moreover, while the Incident Report does not address the apparent 

discrepancies, it is likely the Officer would consider such an analysis beyond the scope of the 

Report. 

 

Finally (and somewhat related to the above point), despite the thoroughness of the Incident Report 

and this investigation, it remains unclear exactly why Rodriguez took the action she did.  Because 

the Incident Report fails to address the discrepancies between the statements Rodriguez made to 

the Officer and those attributed to her by Administration, the Board and Community are left to 

continue wondering about the exact motivation.  In addition to the discrepancies between the stated 

motivation and the motivation attributed to her by Administration, the actions taken by Rodriguez 

only add additional questions.  For example, while Rodriguez described her actions as “a simple 

lapse of judgment” and a “stupid decision,” her actions suggest some planning.  Id. at 4-5.  Vasquez 

referenced her statements made to him prior to the Board meeting – on Monday “RODRIGUEZ 

has shown him the ballots she was printing and cutting out … [s]he made the comment that she 

had thought of keeping an extra one with KEVIN STACHOWIAK’S name on it.”  Id. at 8.  

Vasquez thought she was joking but later realized when she called him “she had done what she 

had said earlier that day.”  Id.  In addition, the actions taken by Rodriguez after the election, i.e. 

calling Vasquez and admitting to him her involvement but then vehemently denying her actions 

until Administration referenced her call with Vasquez, suggest a plan to carry out her actions and 

then motivation to conceal them, as opposed to a simple “lapse of judgment.”  This apparent 

discrepancy does not help in providing context for why she took the action she did. 

 

Unfortunately, even the consistencies noted above only seem to add more questions.  Neither the 

Incident Report nor Counsel’s interviews with members of the Board, Administration, and other 

District Office staff provide any insight into her motivation.  She was a relatively new employee 

to the District with limited interactions with the Board (especially the newly formed Board) and 

appeared to have few deep personal connections within the District Office and no apparent ties to 

political organizations or groups.  The Board and the public are only left to wonder why such an 

employee of the District would take such brazen action. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As a result of these unanswered questions and apparent discrepancies, it is imperative that 

Administration and the Board work in concert to advance the interests of the District.  Following 

receipt and review of this report, it may be beneficial for the Board and Administration to meet 

and discuss ways to ensure a climate of trust can be further established. 
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If you have any questions surrounding this memorandum, please do not hesitate to contact us.  We 

appreciate the opportunity to be of service to the Whitnall School District. 




